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SUGGESTED REMARKS, Mrs. Ford, White House Photographers Dinner
(Kaye Pullen)

I'm not sure just which sponsor he's talking about.
Betty Ford or First Momma.
I stopped by to say "thanks for the memories."

It's

been a fascinating, sometimes educational experience being
in front of your lens all the time.

We never quite expected

to have our "home" movies on the nightly news or to be
followed li:terally down the ski slopes with cameras.

But
"

we've adjusted, and we often enjoy the memories you record
on film of these exciting years in our lives.
,
No one who lives in what former residents have called
"this goldfish bowl" can fail to appreciate how hard you
people work and play.
I know this is a light-hearted evening, and I hope you
enjoy yourselves---away from those tons of gear you always
seem to have around your neck.
So from my family to yours:

"We hope you'll be following

us around for several more years."
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